W/C 11/03/19

Mon

1

Science:
Acceleration
The equations
for acceleration
Watch https:
//www.youtube.
com/watch?
v=r5iXzDCRMs
E

2

Geog: The
Natural World;
Global
atmospheric
circulation https:
//www.youtube.
com/watch?
v=PFxpJkMXhw
g

3

French: Revise
conversation
questions for
the mock
speaking
exams. Learn
the 'talking
frame' for the
first question of
the photocard.

Tue

Wed Finish 12.45 Thur

Friday

Sat

Sun
Maths 11A and
11B: Revision
for Mocks - Past
Papers - KESH
Science: Describe
Papers on
an object falling
https:
accelerating at
//keshmaths.
9.8m/s due to
com/gcsegravity. Explain
Science: Newtons
mathshow a falling
first law https:
object reaches its
//www.youtube.
English: revise takeaway-3/ Pixl MathsApp.
terminal velocity.
com/watch?
the theme of
English: revise Label a diagram
v=_W3VbonFNcw. fate in 'Romeo Also, use your
Smith
the character of showing the
English: Dr Jekyll Newtons second
and Juliet' Romeo - what is forces affecting a - was his tragedy law https://www.
Learn three key Proformas and
work on
his Harmartia
falling object
entirely his fault? youtube.
quotations for
(fatal flaw) - find https://www.
What else could com/results?
this theme and "Insecure
quotations that youtube.
be to blame?
search_query=9make sure you Topics"/"very
demonstrate
com/watch?
Make notes on
1+first+law Newtons have lots to say Insecure
Topics" areas.
this.
v=aVy_gNVaCGg this question
third law.
about them.
Maths 11A and
11B: Revision
for Mocks - Past
Papers - KESH
Papers on
Maths 11A and
https:
11B: Revision for
//keshmaths.
Mocks - Past
com/gcsePapers - KESH
mathsPapers on https:
takeaway-3/ //keshmaths.
French: Revise
Pixl MathsApp.
com/gcse-mathsconversation
Also, use your
takeaway-3/ questions for
Smith
Geog: Flooding
Pixl MathsApp.
the mock
Proformas and inthe Uk - case
Also, use your
Geog: hard soft
speaking
work on
study of Boscastle Smith Proformas management of
exams. Learn Science: Try
"Insecure
https://www.
and work on
rivers https://www. the 'talking
PPQ questions
Topics"/"very
youtube.
"Insecure Topics" youtube.
frame' for the
for this weeks
Insecure
com/watch?
/"very Insecure
com/watch?v=lEfirst question of suggested
Topics" areas. v=YtkkL2VOya8 Topics" areas.
o1UzBteI
the photocard. tasks.
Maths 11A and
11B: Revision for
Mocks - Past
Papers - KESH
Papers on https:
//keshmaths.
English: Animal
com/gcse-mathsGeog: Hard and Farm - track
French Revise
takeaway-3/ - Pixl
soft
through the novel conversation
management of identifying each
questions for the MathsApp. Also,
use your Smith
floods - link
part where the
mock speaking
Proformas and work
toBoscastle
pigs take more
exams. Learn
https://www.
power and the
the 'talking frame' on "Insecure
Topics"/"very
youtube.
rest of the
for the first
Insecure Topics"
com/watch?
animals lose
question of the
areas.
v=02p0jEe-w3Y power
photocard.

